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The basic idea of the reciprocity principle of Tikhonov is to construct, from a
given problem, a reciprocal problem that has the same solution set as the original
problem and some special structure one can employ to investigate theoretical
properties as well as to develop solution methods. In this note, we prove the
reciprocity principle for a pair of nonconvex optimization problems, from which
some optimality conditions for d.c. optimization can be derived immediately.
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe concept of a reciprocity principle was introduced by Tikhonov 7 to
consider nonconvex optimization problems and ill-posed variational prob-
lems. The basic idea of this concept is to construct, from a given problem,
a reciprocal problem that has the same solution set as the original problem
and some special structure one can employ to investigate theoretical
properties as well as to develop solution methods.
The purpose of this note is to prove Tikhonov's reciprocity principle for
a pair of nonconvex optimization problems, from which some optimality
conditions for d.c. optimization can be derived immediately.
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The reciprocity principle is discussed in the next section. Section 3
contains optimality conditions for some d.c. optimization problems.
2. RECIPROCITY PRINCIPLE
w xFollowing Tikhonov 7 , we consider a pair of programming problems
given by
vU s inf v z : z g Z, c z F d , P1 4Ž . Ž . Ž .d
c U s inf c z : z g Z, v z F h , P2 4Ž . Ž . Ž .h
where Z : R n, and v and c are finite functions on R n. Let VU and CUd h
Ž . Ž .be the sets of optimal solutions of problems P1 and P2 , respectively.
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 1. We say that problems P1 and P2 are reciprocal if
U U Ž .V s C in this case we also say that the reciprocity principle holds .d h
Ž w x. n Ž . 5 5 UPROPOSITION 1 see 7 . If Z s R , v z s z , and h s v , then thed
Ž . reciprocity principle holds for any continuous function c z whene¤er z g Z:
Ž . 4c z F d / B.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2. Assume that in problems P1 and P2 we ha¤e
h s vU and c U s d . Then the reciprocity principle holds for e¤ery set Z andd h
Ž . Ž .arbitrary functions v z and c z .
Ž .Proof. Let z* be any optimal solution of P1 . Then we have z* g Z,
Ž . Ž . Uv z* s v* s h, and c z* F d s c , which implies that z* is an opti-d h
Ž . U U U Umal solution of P2 . Thus, V : C . The relation V = C is shownd h d h
analogously.
3. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS IN D.C. OPTIMIZATION
In this section we give some optimality conditions for optimization
problems dealing with d.c. functions that can be immediately derived from
Proposition 2 in the previous section. Recall that the difference of two
convex functions is called a d.c. function.
Ž w x.It is well known cf., e.g., 1 that every optimization problem dealing
Ž .with d.c. functions in the objective as well as in the constraints can be
transformed in a simple way into the program
v* s inf v z : z g Z, c z F 0 , C1 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
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where v is a convex function, c is a concave function, and Z is a closed
Ž .convex set. To establish an optimality condition to problem C1 , we
introduce the following concept of robust subsets in R n.
n n Ž .DEFINITION 2. Let Z : R , f : R “ R, and d g R. The set S Z, f , d
 Ž . 4 Ž . Ž Ž .s z g Z: f z F d is said to be robust if S Z, f , d s cl z g Z: f z -
4. Ž .d , where, for each set S, cl S denotes the closure of S.
Ž .LEMMA 1. If in problem C1 , the condition
’z 0 g Z : v z 0 - v*, 1Ž . Ž .
Ž .is fulfilled, then the set S Z, v, h is robust for each h G v*.
Ž .Proof. From 1 and the convexity of v, it follows that for each h G v*
Ž n Ž . 4.  n Ž . 4 it holds that cl z g R : v z - h s z g R : v z F h and Z l z g
n Ž . 4R : v z - h / B. It is ob¤ious that
cl z g Z : v z - h s cl Z l z g R n : v z - h 4  4Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž
: Z l cl z g R n : v z - h s Z l z g R n : v z F h 4  4Ž . Ž .Ž .
s S Z, v , h .Ž .
1 Ž .  n Ž . 4To show the relation = , let z g S Z, v, h s Z l z g R : v z F h
Ž 0 1. w 0 1 xand let z , z and z , z be the open and closed line segments, respec-
Ž 0 1.  n Ž . 4 w 0 1 xtively. Then z , z ; Z l z g R : v z - h , and hence, z , z ;
n 1Ž  Ž . 4. Ž Ž . 4.cl Z l z g R : v z - h , i.e., z g cl z g Z: v z - h .
Ž .The following optimality condition for C1 is a corollary of Proposi-
tion 2.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3. Assume that in problem C1 the set S Z, c , 0 is robust,
Ž . Ž .and condition 1 is fulfilled. Then a feasible point z* of problem C1 is an
optimal solution if and only if
0 s inf c z : z g Z, v z F v z* . C2 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. Since v z* G v*, it follows that the set S Z, v, v z* is
Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .4robust by Lemma 1 . Therefore, we have inf c z : z g v z F v z* s
 Ž . Ž . Ž .4inf c z : z g Z, v z - v z* s 0, which implies, in view of the robust-
Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4ness of the set S Z, c , 0 , that v z* F inf v z : z g Z, c z - 0 s
 Ž . Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .inf v z : z g Z, c z F 0 s v*. Thus, in C2 we must have v z* s v*,
Ž . Ž .and hence, by Proposition 2, problems C1 and C2 are reciprocal.
A typical example for d.c. optimization is the problem.
v* s inf g x y h x : x g X , DC 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
where g and h are two finite convex functions on R p and X is a closed
convex subset of R p.
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Ž .PROPOSITION 4. Assume that problem DC is sol¤able. Then a point
Ž .x* g X is an optimal solution of problem DC if and only if there is t* g R
such that
0 s inf yh x q t : x g X , t g R, g x y t F g x* y t* . D2 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. Using an additional variable t, we define the problem
v* s inf g x y t : x g X , t g R, yh x q t F 0 . D1 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Obviously, x* g X is an optimal solution of DC if and only if there is
Ž . Ž .t* g R such that x*, t* is an optimal solution of D1 . Let n s p q 1,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Z s X = R, v z s g x y t, and c z s yh x q t. Then it is easy to
see that the assumptions in Proposition 3 are fulfilled, so that problems
Ž . Ž .D1 and D2 are reciprocal.
n Ž . nq1 Ž . 4For a given function f on R , the set x, t g R : f x y t F 0 is
usually called the epigraph of f and is denoted by epi f. Denoting
< nq1epi f X s x , t g R : x g X , f x y t F 0 , 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .we obtain the following optimality condition for problem DC .
Ž .PROPOSITION 5. A point x* g X is an optimal solution of problem DC
if and only if
< <epi g* X ; epi h X , 2Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..where g* x s g x y g x* y h x* .
Ž . Ž .Proof. We show that condition 2 is equivalent to condition D2 . As
Ž . Ž .seen in the proof of Proposition 4, problems D1 and D2 are reciprocal.
Ž . Ž .Therefore, letting x*, t* be an optimal solution of problem D1 , it holds
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h x* s t* in D2 . Thus, from D2 , we have h x y t F 0 for each
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .x, t g X = R satisfying g* x y t s g x y g x* y t* y t F 0, which
Ž . Ž .implies that condition 2 holds. Next, from 2 , it follows that 0 F
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4inf yh x q t: x g X, t g R, g x y t F g x* y h x* . Since the point
Ž . Ž .x*, t* with x* g X, t* s h x* is a feasible solution of the above
Ž .problem, condition D2 follows.
n Ž .  nFor each function f on R and « G 0, the set › f x* s s g R :«
Ž . Ž . Ž . n4f x G f x* q s x y x* y « ; x g R is called the «-subdifferential of f
at x*. Denoting
› X f x* s s g R n : f x G f x* q s x y x* y « ; x g X , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .«
we obtain from Proposition 5 the following optimality condition for prob-
Ž .lem DC .
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Ž .PROPOSITION 6. A point x* g X is an optimal solution of problem DC
if and only if
› X h x* ; › X g x* ;« ) 0. 3Ž . Ž . Ž .« «
Ž .Proof. Suppose that x* is not an optimal solution of DC . By Proposi-
Ž .tion 5, this is equivalent to saying that condition 2 does not hold, i.e.,
Ž Ž .. < <there is x g X such that x, g* x f epi h X. Since epi h X is a closed
convex set, there exists a nonvertical hyperplane separating the point
nŽ Ž .. <x, g* x from epi h X, i.e., there exists s g R , g g R such that
h x G s x y x* y g ; x g X andŽ . Ž .
4Ž .
g* x s g x y g x* y h x* - s x y x* y g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽLet « s g q h x* . Then from 4 , we have « G 0, h x G h x* q s x y
. Ž . Ž . Ž .x* y « ; x g X, and g x - g x* q s x y x* y « , which implies that
Ž .condition 3 does not hold.
Ž . w x w xRemark. a In 8 and 9 , by writing G instead of F in problem
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .P1 and sup instead of inf in problem P2 , problems P1 and P2 are
introduced again as a ``primal dual pair,'' and based on this new concept of
duality, a proof of Proposition 3 is presented.
Ž . n Ž .b For the case X s R , condition 3 reads
› h x* ; › g x* ;« ) 0. 5Ž . Ž . Ž .« «
This is a well known result in d.c. optimization and was first proved by
w x Ž w x.Hiriat-Urruty 4 see also 5 .
Ž .c Optimality conditions given in Propositions 3 and 4 belong to the
class of so-called constructive optimality conditions, i.e., based on these
conditions, algorithms for solving underlying problems can be developed.
Such algorithms for some classes of d.c. programming problems can be
w x w x w x w x w xfound, e.g., in 1 ] 3 , 6 , 8 , and 9 .
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